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We present a density fitted local configuration interaction singles (CIS) method for calculating op-
tical band gaps in 1D-periodic systems. The method is based on the Davidson diagonalization pro-
cedure, carried out in the reciprocal space. The one-electron part of the matrix–vector products is
also evaluated in the reciprocal space, where the diagonality of the Fock matrix can be exploited.
The contraction of the CIS vectors with the two electron integrals is performed in the direct space
in the basis of localized occupied (Wannier) and virtual (projected atomic) orbitals. The direct space
approach allows to utilize the sparsity of the integrals due to the local representation and locality of
the exciton. The density fitting approximation employed for the two electron integrals reduces the
nominal scaling with unit cell size to O(N 4). Test calculations on a series of prototypical systems
demonstrate that the method in its present stage can be used to calculate the excitonic band gaps
of polymers with up to a few dozens of atoms in the cell. The computational cost depends on the
locality of the exciton, but even relatively delocalized excitons occurring in the polybiphenyl in the
parallel orientation, can be routinely treated with this method. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3554209]
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum chemistry offers a wide range of ab initio
techniques of increasing accuracy and cost for calculating
the electronic structure of both ground and excited states of
molecules. The lowest ranking in the hierarchy occupy the
relatively inexpensive and at the same time not very accu-
rate Hartree–Fock (HF) (for the ground state) and configura-
tion interaction singles (CIS) (for the excited states) methods.
Among the highly accurate, but at the same time still feasi-
ble, at least for not very extended systems, methods one can
mention the CCSD(T) and MRCI—“golden standards” for
the single-reference ground state and multireference ground
and excited state calculations, respectively. As a reasonable
compromise between accuracy and cost of the calculations
one usually considers second order methods like MP2 for
the ground state and CC2 response,1 ADC(2),2 CIS(D)3 or
CASPT24 for the excited states, which can be applied to
rather extended systems, especially when combined with lo-
cal schemes.5, 6
For periodic systems, quantum chemical treatments are
much more complicated and costly. As a consequence, the
density functional theory (DFT) is the most common tech-
nique used for ground state periodic calculations. Recently,
the MP2 method has been generalized to the 3D periodic case
within the Laplace-transform,7 local,8 and canonical plane
wave9 formulations. Nevertheless, so far most of the quan-
tum chemical approaches to the ground state of periodic sys-
tems rely on finite cluster models.10–12 For excited states,
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the finite cluster approach13 is more problematic, making pe-
riodic schemes preferable. Most of these methods use the
Green’s function formalism,14–20 including MP2-based quasi-
orbital approaches.7, 21–24 Periodic CIS and time dependent
HF (TD-HF) methods and their DFT counterparts (TDA, TD-
DFT) have been formulated25 and implemented for 1D pe-
riodic systems.21, 25–29 The periodic CIS treatment has been
complemented with schemes, allowing for a low level inclu-
sion of correlation effects.21, 22 The most elaborate scheme
within the theoretical description of excited states in pe-
riodic systems presently is EOM-CC theory with periodic
boundary conditions, which was applied to polyethylene.30
This method turned out to be computationally extremely
costly, but at the same time provided accurate results. As
an example for an early calculation of excitonic effects in
a 3D solid one can mention a TD-HF method employing
approximate Wannier functions of the valence and lowest
conduction bands, which has been applied to diamond.31
Nowadays, the excitonic states are usually studied by solv-
ing the Bethe–Salpeter equation, for quasi-particles obtained
within DFT/GW approach.16, 17, 32–36 This method is quite ex-
pensive, but delivers accurate excitation energies. Formally, it
reduces to a TD-HF- or CIS-like equation but with a screened
rather than the bare Coulomb kernel.
Despite the existence of a number of periodic excited
state methods the Kohn-Sham (more rarely HF) HOMO–
LUMO difference still remains the most popular estimate
for the excitation energies in periodic systems. The TD-DFT
method, which has proven to be quite successful in molecular
studies is not as useful in the periodic case. In fact, the intrin-
sic problem of the standard DFT—the self interaction error,
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which causes a substantial underestimation of charge transfer
state energies by TD-DFT, can lead to extreme consequences
in infinite systems. As was shown in Refs. 26 and 37, the
lowest excitation energy of semilocal TD-DFT in a crystal
is equal to the ordinary DFT HOMO–LUMO difference.37
This fact questions both the usefulness and adequacy of the
TD-DFT approach in the periodic context. Indeed, since the
TD-DFT result can be obtained with much smaller effort
by performing a simple DFT calculation, it, at least for the
lowest excited state, implicitly ignores the electron–hole
attraction, essential for the correct description of an exciton.
This work is the first step toward the development of a
hierarchy of quantum chemical excited state methods for pe-
riodic systems. Such methods would be a valuable comple-
ment to the existing Green’s function based approaches (vide
supra). In this paper we describe a local CIS method appli-
cable to polymers. This method is the lowest in the hierarchy
and is not expected to provide high accuracy, since electron
correlation effects are not included. At the same time, it cap-
tures the excitonic nature of the excited state and can be a
good starting point for a more elaborate and accurate corre-
lated treatment, which is planned to be implemented at a later
stage.
Our formalism is based on Gaussian-type-orbital (GTO)
basis sets and localized orbitals both for occupied and virtual
states. The local representation allows for significant compu-
tational savings compared to the canonical one for strongly
and intermediately bound excitons and fits into the intuitive
picture of a localized hole interacting with a localized elec-
tron. The attractive feature of the local description of exci-
tons has been noticed very early, so that Wannier functions
(WFs)—localized orbitals in periodic systems—were intro-
duced for the first time in the conjunction with this particu-
lar problem.38 However this approach remained illustrative,
rather than practical due to the difficulty in obtaining well
localized virtual functions. In the current work we apply a
technique, adopted from the local correlation methods for the
ground state39, 40 where the virtual space is spanned by mu-
tually nonorthogonal, and even partially redundant, but well
localized projected atomic orbitals (PAOs).
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the general formalism of the periodic local CIS method. The
details of the implementation are given in Sec. III. The results
of test calculations and their analysis are reported in Sec. IV.
Section V concludes the paper.
Throughout the paper we use the following convention:
the indices (i, j, ...) and (a, b, ...) denote Wannier functions
and projected atomic orbitals, respectively, or their Fourier
images. The indices (¯i, ¯j, ...) and (a¯, ¯b, ...) label the canon-
ical occupied and virtual orbitals. (P, Q, ...) represent aux-
iliary fitting functions and (μ, ν, ...) atomic orbitals (AOs).
The calligraphic indices (I,J , ...), (A,B, ...), (P,Q, ...) and
(M,N , ...) identify the lattice vectors to the cells, where the
functions (i, j, ...), (a, b...), (P, Q, ...) and (μ, ν, ...) are cen-
tered. The vectors (ki , k j , ...), (ka, kb, ...) and (kP , kQ, ...)
indicate the wave-vectors from the first Brillouin zone cor-
responding to the occupied, virtual, or auxiliary functions (to
be referred to in the following as k-vectors or k-points). With
the term k-mesh or k-net we will designate the actual sets of
the k-points used in the calculations. The chemical (Mulliken)
notation is employed for the two-electron integrals.
II. PERIODIC LOCAL CIS METHOD
A. The excitonic CIS wavefunction
The CIS wavefunction |exc(kexc)〉 for an exciton with
the translational symmetry kexc is defined as
|exc(kexc)〉 = ˆC1(kexc)|0〉, (1)
where |0〉 is the Hartree–Fock determinant and ˆC1(kexc) is a
linear combination of single excitation operators. It can be
considered in the local basis, defined in the direct space, as
ˆC1(kexc) =
∑
iIaA
ciIaA(kexc)τˆ aAiI , (2)
where τˆ aAiI is an excitation operator in second quantization,
which excites an electron from the local occupied orbital
(Wannier function) i located in the I-cell into a projected
atomic orbital a located in the A-cell, and ciIaA(kexc) are the
corresponding amplitudes.
The wavefunction can alternatively and equivalently be
written in the canonical basis:
ˆC1(kexc) =
∑
¯iki a¯ka
c
¯iki
a¯ka (kexc)τˆ
a¯ka
¯iki
, (3)
where τˆ a¯ka
¯iki
, which excites an electron from the occupied
Bloch orbital ¯i with translational symmetry ki into the virtual
Bloch orbital a¯ with translational symmetry ka , is weighted
with the corresponding amplitude c¯ikia¯ka (kexc).
The Bloch theorem states that for a -point exciton, i.e.,
kexc = 0, a Bravais lattice translation ˆTR does not affect the
wavefunction:
ˆTR|exc(kexc = 0)〉 = ˆTR|exc〉 = |exc〉. (4)
In the following we focus on the excitons of this particular
symmetry and therefore omit for brevity the index kexc.
From Eqs. (2) and (4) it follows that the CIS amplitudes
in the local representation possess the translational invariance:
ciIaA = cia(AI). (5)
This means that only the amplitudes, where, e.g., the occupied
index is restricted to the reference cell are symmetry unique
and therefore need to be calculated.
The CIS amplitudes for the -point excitons in canonical
representation (and generally in the k-space representation),
also have a symmetry restriction:
c
¯iki
a¯ka =
{
c
¯i
a¯(k) if ki = ka = k,
0 otherwise.
(6)
Thus, only the coefficients corresponding to vertical (in k-
space sense) excitations are nonzero and just one Fourier
transform between direct and reciprocal space has to be car-
ried out for the amplitudes (vide infra). The corresponding
excitation operator from Eqs. (2) and (3) then reduces to
ˆC1 =
∑
iaA
ciaA
∑
I
τˆ
a(A+I)
iI =
∑
¯i a¯k
c
¯i
a¯(k)τˆ a¯¯i (k). (7)
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B. The CIS equations
Projecting the excitonic CIS Schrödinger equation (with
a normal ordered Hamiltonian ˆHN ),
ˆHN ˆC1|0〉 = ωCIS ˆC1|0〉, (8)
onto singly excited determinants 〈aAi | or 〈a¯¯i (k)| yields∑
bB
FaA bBcibB −
∑
jJ bB
SPAOaA bBc
jJ
bB FjJ i
+2
∑
jJ bB
(aA i | jJ bB)c jJbB −
∑
jJ bB
( jJ i |aA bB)c jJbB
= ωCISciaA (9)
or
(εa¯(k) − ε¯i (k))c¯ia¯(k)
+2
∑
¯j ¯bk′
(a¯k ¯ik| ¯jk ′ ¯bk′)c ¯j
¯b(k′)−
∑
¯j ¯bk′
( ¯jk′ ¯ik|a¯k ¯bk′)c ¯j
¯b(k′)
= ωCISc¯ia¯(k), (10)
respectively. Here the Fock matrix is denoted by F and the or-
bital energies by ε. Since in the present formalism the virtual
local orbitals are not orthogonal (vide infra) the correspond-
ing overlap matrix SPAO appears. For the triplet state the first
two-electron integral on the left hand side of Eqs. (9) and (10)
vanishes because of the orthogonality between the spin states.
On the one hand, the contraction with the Fock matrix
becomes trivial in the canonical representation [Eq. (10)].
On the other hand, the evaluation of the two-electron part in
the direct space and local representation, i.e., according to
Eq. (9), is preferable. Indeed, the locality of the orbitals
allows for exploitation of the sparsity in the integrals
and the CIS coefficients. Moreover, there is no need for
a slowly convergent Fourier transform of the AO two-
electron integrals into the reciprocal space as in Ref. 26.
And finally, efficient density fitting techniques for the two-
electron integrals in the local representation, as employed in
the periodic local MP2 method8, 41–43 can be applied to the
CIS formalism (vide infra).
Separating thus the Fock matrix and two-electron parts
and introducing the matrix notation one can write Eqs. (9)
and (10) as
Hc = Fc + Vc = ωCISc. (11)
C. Davidson procedure
Equation (11) is the standard CI Hermitian eigenvalue
problem, with the lowest eigenvalue corresponding to the op-
tical band gap at the -point. In order to calculate it we em-
ploy the Davidson diagonalization method.44 This method
represents a combination of an iterative updating of the eigen-
vector and a matrix diagonalization in the small subspace
spanned by the approximate eigenvectors generated by the
iterative procedure. Its convergence is much superior to a
straight iterative method. A similar procedure was used by
Roos and Siegbahn in their direct CI method.45 The smaller
space Hamilton matrix (to be referred to as “small h-matrix”)
in the nth iteration can be written as
h(n)rs = 	c†(r )(H	c)(s), (12)
where the CIS trial vectors are denoted by 	c, and the upper-
script indices count the iterations (r, s = 1, 2, ..., n − 1).
Exploiting the diagonality of the Fock matrix in the
canonical basis, we evaluate the update or the new trial vector
for the next iteration within first order perturbation theory in
the Møller–Plesset partitioning as
(	c(n))¯ia¯(k) = −
(Hc(n))a¯
¯i (k) − ω
(n)
CIS(c(n))¯ia¯(k)
εa¯(k) − ε¯i (k) − ω(n)CIS
. (13)
Here, c(n) denotes the vector in the full canonical space con-
structed from the eigenvector of the small h-matrix, corre-
sponding to its lowest eigenvalue ω(n)CIS. The new trial vector
	c(n) is orthogonalized to the trial vectors of the previous it-
erations and normalized.
Once the trial vector for the nth iteration has been ob-
tained, the Fock part F	c(n) is directly calculated. Transfor-
mation of the trial vector to the direct space allows to evalu-
ate the two-electron part V	c(n), which then is subsequently
transformed back to the canonical representation and added to
the Fock part. Finally, the small h-matrix for the next iteration
is constructed via (12) in the canonical basis. The particular
choice of the local basis and the corresponding transforma-
tions, essential for the scheme are discussed in Sec. ID.
D. Local representation
1. Definition of the local orbitals
As mentioned above the introduction of the local basis
and the contraction of the CIS coefficients with the two elec-
tron integrals in the direct space is one of the key features of
the present scheme. Although formally straightforward, this
scheme can be efficient in practice only when both the occu-
pied and virtual orbitals are well-localized, which is not trivial
to achieve, especially for the virtual orbitals.
Construction of well-localized occupied orbitals in pe-
riodic systems—Wannier functions—is a more complicated
matter than in molecules. However, in the last two decades
several efficient methods for their generation have been
proposed.46, 47 For the virtual states, the same localization
schemes can formally be applied, but the spread of such or-
bitals remains relatively large. The reasons for the poor lo-
calization are the mutual orthogonality constraint entering the
formalism of most of the localization methods together with
the greater number of virtual states compared to the occu-
pied ones, and, to some extent, an intrinsic more delocalized
character of the former. In the present work we use mutually
nonorthogonal PAOs, which have shown to be instrumental
in local correlation methods for the ground state.8, 40 In this
case the virtual manifold is spanned by AOs projected onto
the virtual space. The orbitals constructed in such a way are
usually quite well localized, but at the same time nonorthog-
onal and moreover redundant. The latter property introduces
some complications in the formalism, however, this is offset
by the gain due to localization.
Wannier functions |φWFiI 〉 can be written as linear combi-
nations of canonical Bloch functions |φCAN
¯i (k)〉:
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∣∣φWFiI 〉 = 1√nk
∑
k
exp(−ıkRI )
∑
¯i
W
¯i i (k)
∣∣φCAN
¯i (k)
〉
. (14)
Here, nk is the number of points in the k-mesh chosen for the
discrete Fourier transform. The WFs are localized using the
transformation matrices W (k), which mix the states of the oc-
cupied bands. As in the CRYSCOR’s periodic local MP2 ap-
proach, the Wannier functions are generated using the CRYS-
TAL code48 (vide infra). Mutual orthogonality of the WFs im-
plies the unitarity of the matrices W(k):
W−1(k) = W†(k). (15)
For convenience we introduce now the so called quasi-
Bloch functions∣∣φWFi (k)〉 = ∑
¯i
W
¯i i (k)
∣∣φCAN
¯i (k)
〉
, (16)
which due to the unitarity of the discrete Fourier transform
are the Fourier images of the WFs∣∣φWFi (k)〉 = 1√nk
∑
I
exp(ıkRI )
∣∣φWFiI 〉. (17)
The unitarity of the W(k) matrices [Eq. (15)] allows to triv-
ially invert equation (16),∣∣φCAN
¯i (k)
〉 = ∑
i
W †i ¯i (k)
∣∣φWFi (k)〉. (18)
The PAOs are evaluated in a principally different way as
compared to the WFs. Denoting the projector onto the HF
occupied manifold as ˆP , and a μth atomic orbital centered in
a Mth cell as φAOμM we define the PAOs as39, 40∣∣φPAOaA 〉 = (1 − ˆP)∣∣φAOμM〉|a=μ,A=M. (19)
By construction they span the virtual space and are inherently
local because of the locality of the AOs and of the projec-
tor ˆP .49 At the same time, due to the nonorthogonality of the
AOs, the PAOs remain nonorthogonal as well. Moreover, it is
clear from Eq. (19) that the number of PAOs is equal to the
number of AOs and thus larger than the number of the virtual
orbitals, which means that the PAOs form a redundant set. It
is convenient to use un-normalized PAOs, otherwise the sym-
metry properties of the underlying AOs are lost.
Since the canonical virtual orbitals and the PAOs span
the same space, the latter can be expressed via the former as
in Eq. (14),∣∣φPAOaA 〉 = 1√nk
∑
k
exp(−ıkRA)
∑
a¯
Qa¯a(k)
∣∣φCANa¯ (k)〉, (20)
and the Fourier images of the PAOs are obtained as∣∣φPAOa (k)〉 = ∑
a¯
Qa¯a(k)
∣∣φCANa¯ (k)〉. (21)
The Q transformation is given by rectangular matrices Qaa¯(k)
with the property
Q†(k)Q(k) = SPAO(k), (22)
where SPAO(k) is the Fourier image of the PAO overlap matrix:
SPAOab (k) =
〈
φPAOa (k)
∣∣φPAOb (k)〉
=
∑
B
exp(ıkRB)
〈
φPAOa0 |φPAObB
〉
. (23)
The Fourier transform (20) is again easily inverted,∣∣φPAOa (k)〉 = 1√nk
∑
A
exp(ıkRA)
∣∣φPAOaA 〉. (24)
Since the sets of PAOs or their Fourier images are redun-
dant, the inverse of SPAO(k) does not exist (only the pseudoin-
verse!) and inversion of Eq. (21) becomes nonstraightforward.
In order to carry it out we introduce the rectangular matrix
¯Q(k) = X(k)Q†(k), (25)
(X is a yet unspecified matrix in the basis of the PAO recipro-
cal images) with the property∑
aa¯
∣∣φPAOa (k)〉 ¯Qaa¯(k)Qa¯c(k) = ∣∣φPAOc (k)〉. (26)
Multiplying Eq. (26) with the bra PAO 〈φPAOd (k)| and integrat-
ing yields
SPAO(k) ¯Q(k)Q(k) = SPAO(k)X(k)SPAO(k) = SPAO(k), (27)
defining the matrix X(k) as a pseudoinverse of the recipro-
cal image of the PAO overlap SPAO(k).50 Expressing the right
hand side of Eq. (26) via the canonical virtuals according to
Eq. (21), one sees that the matrix ¯Q transforms the PAOs to
the canonical basis,∣∣φCANa¯ (k)〉 = ∑
a
¯Qaa¯(k)
∣∣φPAOa (k)〉. (28)
2. Transformation of the amplitude vectors and
matrix–vector products
Now we are in a position to determine the form of the
transformations for the CIS vectors c and 	c and the matrix–
vector products V	c. According to the scheme described
in Sec. II C, the trial vectors are transformed in each itera-
tion from the canonical representation to the local one, while
the matrix–vector products, evaluated in the direct space,
are transformed back. If the starting trial vector is constructed
in the direct space (vide infra) the local-canonical transforma-
tion has to be carried out for that vector also.
As is seen from Eqs. (9) or (10) the Vc vectors are trans-
formed like (“ket”) Wannier functions (the occupied index)
and complex conjugated (“bra”) PAOs (the virtual index). The
direct space translational symmetry unique vectors have one
of the indices, in our case the WF index, restricted to the ref-
erence cell (see Sec. II A). Therefore, the Fourier transform
of the vectors involves only the sum over the PAO cell index
or PAO k vector complex conjugated with respect to Eqs. (24)
and (20):
(Vc)ai (k) =
1√
nk
∑
A
exp(−ıkRA)(Vc)aAi , (29)
(Vc)aAi =
1√
nk
∑
k
exp(ıkRA)(Vc)ai (k). (30)
Next, according to Eqs. (16), (18), (21) and (28) the transfor-
mations between the canonical and the local reciprocal-image
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representations are then given by
(Vc)a¯
¯i (k) =
∑
ia
¯Q∗aa¯(k)W †i ¯i (k)(Vc)ai (k), (31)
(Vc)ai (k) =
∑
¯i a¯
Q∗a¯a(k)W¯i i (k)(Vc)a¯¯i (k). (32)
Having established these relations, we can focus on
the transformation laws for the CIS vectors. According to
Eq. (12), the Hermitian conjugate of the trial CIS vectors
(	c∗)iaA or (c∗)iaA transforms contravariantly as opposed to
the covariant vector (Vc).50 Therefore, the expressions for the
transformations of (c∗)ia(k) and (c∗)¯ia¯(k) can be obtained di-
rectly from Eqs. (31) and (32), which after the complex con-
jugation of the left and right hand sides read
(c)¯ia¯(k) =
∑
ia
Qa¯a(k)W †i ¯i (k)(c)ia(k), (33)
(c)ia(k) =
∑
¯i a¯
¯Qaa¯(k)W¯i i (k)(c)¯ia¯(k). (34)
The same argument holds for the Fourier transformations of
the CIS vectors.
(c)ia(k) =
1√
nk
∑
A
exp(−ıkRA)(c)iaA, (35)
(c)iaA =
1√
nk
∑
k
exp(ıkRA)(c)ia(k). (36)
E. Calculation of the Vc terms
As was already discussed above, the two-electron inte-
gral part of the matrix–vector products is evaluated in the di-
rect space. One of the main features of such a treatment is
the possibility to use the periodic density fitting techniques as
already devised for the periodic local MP2 method.8, 41, 43 Vc
consists of two distinct contributions (coulVc) and (exchVc):
(coulVc)aAi =
∑
jJ bB
(aA i | jJ bB)c jJbB , (37)
(exchVc)aAi =
∑
jJ bB
( jJ i |aA bB)c jJbB . (38)
By virtue of the time reversal symmetry, the direct space
quantities can be chosen real. The permutation of the “bra”
and “ket” functions in the integrals is thus allowed.
The first term (37), appearing only in the singlet case, de-
scribes the Coulomb interaction between the neutral charge
clouds of all the electron–hole pairs within the chosen basis.
The corresponding diagram can be interpreted as hopping be-
tween electron–hole pairs driven by their mutual Coulomb
(or, in the long range, dipole–dipole) interaction. The sec-
ond term (38), which originates from the exchange-type di-
agram represents the Coulomb attraction between the hole
and electron distributions. This is actually the key term in the
noncorrelated description of an exciton, which is missing in
time-dependent DFT, based on semilocal functionals.37
The computational cost of both contractions (37) and (38)
scales nominally as O(N 4) with respect to the unit-cell size.
However, the transformation of the four-index two-electron
integrals to the WF-PAO basis scales as O(N 5), which con-
stitutes the scaling bottleneck of the whole method. The den-
sity fitting approximation51 factorizes the four-index integrals
through three-index quantities and reduces the overall scaling
to O(N 4).
1. Density fitted (coulVc) term
We start with the Coulomb term Eq. (37). One can no-
tice that, due to the slow decay of the Coulomb interaction,
the index-J summation, with the B-vectors close to J , is
long-range, and is not affected by the locality of the exci-
ton (i.e., the range of (B − J )-vectors with significant c jJbB
coefficients). Since the occupied-virtual products have zero
charge, the integrals decay with interorbital distance as R−3,
which implies slow but unconditional convergence in the 1D
and 2D cases and just conditional convergence in the 3D
case. Reciprocal-space density fitting8, 41, 43 is preferable in
this case, since the need for long-range summations of the
Fourier transforms are justified by the nature of the contrac-
tion. According to Eqs. (19) and (20) in Ref. 41 the Coulomb
integrals from Eq. (37) are expressed as
(aA i | jJ bB) = 1
nkP
∑
kP
exp(−ıkP RJ )
×
∑
P
(iaA|P)(kP )
(
d j b(BJ )P (kP )
)∗
, (39)
involving the Fourier images of the three-index integrals:
(i aA|P)(kP ) =
∑
P
(i aA|PP) exp(ıkP RP ), (40)
and the DF coefficients
d j b(BJ )P (kP ) =
∑
Q
( j b(B  J )|Q)(kP )(Q|P)−1(kP ),
(41)
with
(Q|P)(kP ) =
∑
P
(Q|PP) exp(ıkP RP ), (42)
where (P|Q)−1(kP ) denotes the inverse of the (P|Q)(kP ) ma-
trix at the k-point kP .
Now, inserting the factorization (39) into Eq. (37), chang-
ing the order of the summation, and changing the summation
index B to B′ = B  J yields
(coulVc)aAi =
1
nkP
∑
jbB′
∑
kP
∑
P
(i aA|P)(kP )
×
(
d j bB
′
P (kP )
)∗
c
j
bB′
∑
J
exp(−ıkP RJ ), (43)
and the summation over the J -vector completely decou-
ples. When the number of the J vectors matches the chosen
kP -mesh (i.e., lies within the period defined by the discrete
Fourier transform, see below and Ref. 52), this summation
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reduces to nkP δkP ,0, which finally leads to a significant sim-
plification for the (coulVc) term:
(coulVc)aAi =
∑
P
(i aA|P)∣∣kP=0 ∑
j bB′
(
d j bB
′
P
)∗∣∣
kP=0c
j
bB′ . (44)
In other words, the reciprocal density fitting is now restricted
to a single k-point. A similar simplification has been utilized
in the density fitted calculations of the Coulomb potential in
periodic AO-based HF or DFT calculations.53–55 The long-
range summation over the J -vector index is implicit, while
the actual long-range contribution to the Coulomb interaction
is now evaluated at the stage of the Fourier-transformation of
the three- and two-index integrals Eqs. (41) and (42).
Furthermore, only the p-type GTOs of the auxiliary basis
contribute to the terms with the slowest decay (s-GTO auxil-
iary functions are not used for the Coulomb term, vide infra).
Fitting basis sets in our implementation contain only one shell
of p-GTOs per center, the rest is formed by dipole-free or even
completely momentless orbitals, which imply a much faster
decay of the corresponding integrals. This leads to a much
smaller number of long-range terms, compared to the conven-
tional formulation, where each of the φ jφbB densities contains
generally a dipole moment.
2. Density fitted (exchVc) term
For the exchange term (38) the reciprocal fitting is possi-
ble, but not the most efficient way to proceed. In fact, in con-
trast to the Coulomb term, the fitted densities contain charge,
which makes the Fourier lattice summations (41) and (42)
conditionally convergent already for the 1D case. At the same
time, the actual contraction in Eq. (38) is short range, pro-
vided the exciton is at least moderately localized (for very
delocalized excitons the local direct space approach is not ef-
ficient anyway). Indeed, the actual summation range for the
J -index is dictated by the overlap between the Wannier func-
tions, and for the B-index additionally by the decay rate of the
CIS coefficients c jbB′ .
The local direct-space density fitting43, 56, 57 scheme is
more appropriate in this case. In the present implementation
we use a unique fit-domain Dfit for all the two-electron inte-
grals involved in the exchange term which allows us to use
the one-term robust density fitting51, 57
( jJ i |aA bB) =
∑
PP∈Dfit
di jJPP (PP|aA bB), (45)
with
di jJPP =
∑
QQ∈Dfit
(i jJ |QQ)(QQ|PP)−1. (46)
Now (QQ|PP)−1 is the inverse of the square metric matrix
within the Dfit-domain. For the unique fit-domain only a sin-
gle matrix inversion has to be carried out. At the same time,
the fit-domain should be sufficiently large to be able to pro-
vide support for all the φiφ jJ and φaAφbB product densities
appearing in the calculation. For polymers it is generally not
problematic to fulfill this condition. However, for 2D or 3D
systems it can become critical, since the matrix to be inverted
might become very large. Work is in progress on implement-
ing the density-specific fit-domain technique, similar to that
of Refs. 43 and 58, which circumvents this problem, but re-
quires a three-term robust density fitting formalism.51
The expression for the exchange term with the local den-
sity fitting approximation takes the form
(exchVc)aAi =
∑
jJ
∑
PP∈Dfit
di jJPP
∑
bB
c
j
b(BJ )
× (P(P  J )∣∣∣a(A J ) b(B  J ))
=
∑
jJ
∑
PP∈Dfit
di jJPP
∑
bB′
c
j
bB′
× (P(P A)∣∣∣a b(B′ A⊕ J )). (47)
Here, we used the translational invariance of the integrals and
the CIS coefficients and again redefined the B vector.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Introduction of a k-mesh and the supercell
Since in practical calculations analytic integration of
the Brillouin zone is not feasible, one has to introduce a
finite k-mesh for the numerical integration through the dis-
crete Fourier transform. The number of k-points of the mesh
needed for the calculation is not known a priori and therefore
set as an input parameter.
In fact, the density of the mesh, sufficient for the calcula-
tion is strongly dependent on the locality of the exciton in the
direct space. The back-Fourier-transform Eq. (36) of the CIS
coefficients (c)ia(k) with a finite number of k-points generates
a periodic direct space image of it, with a period forming a
supercell (sc) with a size exactly matching the number of the
k-points. The physically relevant part of the exciton is located
in the zero Wigner–Seitz supercell, since its periodically re-
peated images are artifacts of the finiteness of the k-mesh.41, 52
Therefore, in our approach we always restrict the range for
theA vectors of the CIS coefficients (c)iaA, or the trial vectors
(	c)iaA to this supercell, setting the values outside the super-
cell to zero:
(c)iaA =
{ 1√
nk
∑
k
exp(ıkRA)(c)ia(k) if A ∈ (sc),
0 if A /∈ (sc).
(48)
Furthermore, as is well known from the discrete Fourier-
transform theory, it can be considered as an accurate numer-
ical quadrature only if the resulting function goes to zero at
the borders of the supercell, defined by the given k-mesh, or
in other words, is localized within this supercell. This implies
that the number of k-points needed for the correct description
of an exciton strongly depends on its nature: the more local it
is the less k-points in the reciprocal representation of the CIS
coefficients are needed.
Next, even if the CIS coefficients are restricted to the su-
percell, the range of nonzero matrix–vector products (Vc)aAi ,
which also depends on the sparsity of the Hamiltonian, can
go beyond this range. This might violate the invariance of
the small h-matrix (12) with respect to the representation
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(direct or reciprocal) of 	c and H	c. Consider the small
h(dir)-matrix, defined in Eq. (12), evaluated in the direct space:
h(dir)rs =
∑
iaA
(	c†(r ))iaA(H	c(s))aAi . (49)
The A-vectors in (H	c)aAi outside the supercell do not con-
tribute to the matrix h(dir), since the matching CIS coefficients
are zero beyond the supercell by construction (48). However,
if the h-matrix is calculated in the reciprocal space employing
the vector (H	c)(k) (as is done in our approach), the inclu-
sion of the outer tails of the (H	c)aAi in the Fourier transform
(29), would have an effect on the result. Indeed, according to
Eqs. (12) and (29) one obtains
h(recipr)rs (k) =
∑
iak
(	c†(r ))ia(k)(H	c(s))ai (k)
=
∑
iak
(	c†(r ))ia(k)
×
[
1√
nk
∑
A
exp(−ıkRA)(H	c(r ))aAi
]
. (50)
The summation range of the index A can be separated in
A ∈ (sc) and A /∈ (sc). The former sum constitutes the direct
space matrix h(dir), whereas the latter appears as a generally
nonzero term in the equation:
h(recipr)rs (k) = h(dir)rs +
1√
nk
∑
A/∈(sc)
∑
ia
(H	c(r ))aAi
×
∑
k
exp(−ıkRA)(	c†(r ))ia(k). (51)
This shows that the h(recipr)-matrix, evaluated in the re-
ciprocal space, differs from h(dir), if the elements of (H	c)aAi
beyond the supercell are included in the Fourier transform.
In our method we calculate the two-electron part (V	c)aAi of
the full vector (H	c)aAi in the direct space and then transform
it to the reciprocal space. In order to enforce the invariance
of the h-matrix, the values of (V	c)aAi beyond the supercell
are not included in the Fourier transform (29) (and essentially
not computed), thus making the second summand in Eq. (51)
zero.
B. The norm of the CIS vector
Since the Davidson diagonalization procedure is carried
out in the reciprocal space each new trial vector is orthogo-
nalized to the previous ones and normalized to unity, which
also guarantees the normality of the actual CIS vectors in the
reciprocal space. The reciprocal space images of the local CIS
coefficients are also normalized,
N (recipr/local) =
∑
iabk
ci∗a (k)S(PAO)a b (k)cib(k) = 1. (52)
The direct space norm of the CIS vectors
N (dir) =
∑
iab
∑
AB
ci∗aAS
(PAO)
aA bBc
i
bB
=
∑
iab
∑
AB
ci∗aAS
(PAO)
a b(BA)c
i
bB, (53)
however, might differ from unity. Indeed, rewriting Eq. (53)
via Fourier transforms of the reciprocal images of the in-
volved quantities and restricting the values to the supercell
yields
N (dir) = 1
n2k
∑
iab
∑
kk′k′′
ci∗a (k)S(PAO)a b (k′)cib(k′′)
×
∑
A∈(sc)
exp(−ıkRA)
×
∑
B∈(sc)
∀(BA)∈(sc)
exp(−ık′(RB − RA)) exp(ık′′RB). (54)
Here we used expression (36) and the inverse of the transfor-
mation (23). In the last sum of (54) not all vectors B from the
supercell are included, but only those, which for a given A
fulfill the condition (B A) ∈ (sc), since otherwise the back-
Fourier transform would generate artificial periodic images of
the overlap matrix. This truncation actually destroys the direct
link to the reciprocal norm (52). In order to re-establish this
connection we subtract and add the missing terms:
N (direct/local) = 1
n2k
∑
iab
∑
kk′k′′
ci∗a (k)S(PAO)a b (k′)cib(k′′)
×
∑
A∈(sc)
exp(−ı(k − k′)RA)
×
[ ∑
B∈(sc)
exp(−ı(k′ − k′′)RB)
−
∑
B∈(sc)
∀(BA)
/∈(sc)
exp(−ı(k′ − k′′)RB)
]
=
∑
iab
∑
kk′k′′
ci∗a (k)S(PAO)a b (k′)cib(k′′)δk′′,k′δk′,k
−
∑
A∈(sc)
ci∗aA
∑
B∈sc
∀(BA)/∈sc
S(PAO)a b(BA)c
i
bB. (55)
The first term is actually the reciprocal norm, Eq. (52),
i.e., 1, but the subtrahend is not necessarily zero. We note
that, since both B and A belong to the supercell, their dif-
ference, which for this term is outside the supercell, can be
brought there by adding or subtracting the supercell trans-
lation vector Rsc. Since for any k point from the chosen
mesh exp(±ıkRsc) = 1, this exponential can be harmlessly
multiplied to the back Fourier transform of the overlap ma-
trix S(PAO)a b (k′), such that S(PAO)a b(BA) is replaced by the ma-
trix S(PAO)a b(BA±Rsc). This simplifies the expression for the direct
norm to
N (direct/local) = 1 −
∑
A∈(sc)
ci∗aA
∑
B∈(sc)
∀(BA±Rsc)
∈(sc)
S(PAO)a b(BA±Rsc)c
i
bB. (56)
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Now, due to the locality of the PAO overlap matrix an el-
ement S(PAO)a b(BA±Rsc) is non-negligible only if the vector RB− RA ± Rsc is small (i.e., close to the reference cell). Since
both vectors A and B are restricted to the Wigner–Seitz su-
percell, this happens only if both of them are located at its
edges (actually at the opposite sides of it). If the exciton is
well localized within the supercell, the CIS coefficients ciaA
and cibB are small at the edges, which makes the second term
in Eq. (56) close to zero, and the direct space norm to unity.
In other words, when the chosen k-mesh is adequate for de-
scribing the exciton, the direct norm is close to the reciprocal
one. This property suggests that the direct space norm can be
used as an indicator for the reliability of the chosen k-mesh.
This issue is illustrated in Sec. IV on a set of test calculations.
C. Evaluation of the transformation matrices
The implemented CIS method needs the underlying
Hartree–Fock ground state solution, which is provided by the
CRYSTAL program.48 Namely, it delivers the Fock matrix,
and the information on the structural parameters, basis set
and the symmetry. In addition, CRYSTAL generates Wan-
nier functions according to the Wannierization–localization–
symmetrization procedure by Zicovich–Wilson,46 Casassa59
and co-workers. The constructed Wannier functions are rep-
resented via the AO expansion coefficients.
Using these quantities it is possible to evaluate the trans-
formation matrices W(k), Q(k), and ¯Q(k) (see Sec. II D 1)
and the explicit direct space AO representation of the PAOs,
needed for the calculation of the Vc-terms (see Sec. II E).
First, the AO Fock matrix, overlap matrix and WF coefficients
are Fourier transformed to the reciprocal space. Using the lat-
ter, the Fock matrix can be transformed to the basis of the
Fourier images of the Wannier functions. The eigenvectors of
this matrix at each k-point form the transformation matrices
W†(k) [Eq. (18)].
Next, the projector from the occupied manifold [Eq. (19)]
is also constructed in the reciprocal space:
1 − ˆP(k) = 1 −
∑
¯i
∣∣φCAN
¯i (k)
〉〈
φCAN
¯i (k)
∣∣
=
∑
a¯
∣∣φCANa¯ (k)〉〈φCANa¯ (k)∣∣, (57)
and used to calculate the reciprocal images of the PAOs,
which are then back-Fourier-transformed to the direct
space.60
From Eqs. (57) and (19) it follows that the reciprocal
space AO expansion coefficients CPAOμa (k) of the PAOs can be
expressed via the AO coefficients of canonical virtual orbitals
CCANμa¯ (k) as
CPAOμa (k) =
∑
a¯μ′
CCANμa¯ (k)CCAN†μ′a¯ (k)SAOμ′ν(k)|a=ν. (58)
Now, expressing the orbitals on the right- and left-hand-
side of Eq. (21) via their AO expansion, and using Eq. (58)
yields the formula for the practical evaluation of the Q(k)-
transformation:
Qa¯a(k) =
∑
μ
CCAN†a¯μ SAOμν (k)|a=ν . (59)
As already mentioned in Sec. II D 1 the basis of the recip-
rocal images of the PAOs is redundant. Indeed, the number of
the PAOs so-obtained at each k-point is equal to the number of
AOs, they are constructed from, while the actual virtual space
has a dimensionality lower than that of the AOs by the number
of the occupied states at a given k-point. The pseudoinverse
X(k) of the SPAO(k) matrix is constructed via its singular value
decomposition, namely, by diagonalizing the SPAO(k) matrix,
inverting its nonzero eigenvalues and back-transforming this
diagonal matrix. The ¯Q(k)-transformation is then generated
according to Eq. (25).
D. Density fitting and the ranges for
lattice summations
For the correct density fitting treatment of the Coulomb
(44) and exchange (47) terms the ranges for various vec-
tor indices are to be determined. In the Coulomb term
[Eqs. (40)–(42) and (44)] these are the indices P and B.
The range for the latter index can easily be prescreened. It,
first, should not go beyond the supercell, since the contraction
along this index with the CIS coefficients outside the supercell
is zero by construction. And, second, it should be sufficiently
close to the reference cell, since otherwise the corresponding
three-index integral or fitting coefficient would be negligible.
The summations involving the P-index in Eqs. (41)
and (42) are more delicate. As mentioned above, the fit-
ted densities are chargeless, which implies a slow but ab-
solute 1/R3 convergence of the Fourier series in the 1D
case. In order to maintain this convergence rate also the
auxiliary functions have to be chargeless. This can be el-
egantly achieved by using combined GTO/Poisson auxil-
iary basis sets.41, 43, 61 The main body of the fitting basis
is formed by the momentless Poisson type-orbitals (PTOs)
— Laplacians of GTOs.62, 63 Coulomb integrals with PTOs
reduce to one-electron overlap or kinetic energy integrals,
which are easier to calculate and, most importantly, decay
exponentially with the interorbital distance. This property
makes the vast majority of the three- and two-index Coulomb
integrals essentially short range.
Since the momentless Poisson-type fitting functions
alone cannot describe the true densities, the auxiliary basis
sets are augmented by a few GTOs, by one shell for each
angular momentum (up to g-type) per center. Since the fit-
ted densities in the Coulomb term are chargeless, s-GTOs,
causing the most problematic divergent terms, are not needed.
In the 1D case the Fourier series (41) and (42), involving all
the included auxiliary GTOs, converge. The evaluations and
Fourier summations of the three- and two-index integrals are
performed on the fly until the values of the integrals drop be-
low a certain threshold (10−7 by default). Due to the small
number of auxiliary GTOs and the need for only one k-point
in the Coulomb density fitting, this is an inexpensive proce-
dure. In higher dimensionalities the convergence rate of these
Fourier series will slow down, and the number of the integrals
to be evaluated will grow considerably. In this case the mul-
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tipole expansion of the integrals combined with convergence
acceleration techniques like the Ewald procedure will be re-
quired.
The density fitting procedure used for the exchange term,
as is seen from Eq. (47), is quite different. First, the local fit-
ting scheme is used, which implies an a priori truncation of
the auxiliary space to a fit-domain. For the robust fitting the
fit-domain should cover all the fitted densities, in our case it
is φiφ jJ and φaAφbB. Due to the locality of the Wannier func-
tions the integrals involving the φiφ jJ densities quickly fade
to zero with increasing J . Therefore, the range for this index
can be prescreened by comparing the products of the WFs
LCAO coefficients with a certain threshold.
The densities φaAφbB possess similar decay properties,
now depending on the length of the B A vectors, which
can be prescreened. The restriction of the A-vector to the su-
percell (see Sec. III A) determines the range for the possible
values of the B-vector. This range can be further reduced by
taking into account the contraction of the integral with the
CIS vectors c jJbB (38). The latter quantity is zero if the vector
B  J is outside the supercell. Then using the prescreened
range for J , one can sort out the un-needed B-vectors. This
range for the B-vectors, which is the most extended among
those considered here, determines the range for the P vectors
of the fit-domain.
Analogously to the Coulomb term, a combined
PTO/GTO fitting basis set is used for the fitting of the ex-
change term. Although the property of the exponential decay
of the PTO-based integrals is here of less relevance, since
the range of the fitting functions is anyway restricted to the
fit domain, the savings in the integral generation are still
significant. In contrast to the Coulomb-part, the fitted den-
sities of the exchange-integrals do possess charges, which
requires inclusion of s-GTO auxiliary functions. Since eval-
uation of three-index integrals with such functions within the
fit-domain is relatively inexpensive, the s-type-orbital part of
the auxiliary basis for the exchange term is represented solely
by GTOs.
In the evaluation of both the coulVc and exchVc terms, the
contraction of the ket-side three-index integrals with the CIS
coefficients is done first, as is shown in Eqs. (44) and (47).
Subsequently the result of this contraction, which has a much
smaller size than the initial three-index integral, is contracted
with the DF-coefficients. This order of matrix multiplica-
tions, which scales nominally as O(N 4), explicitly avoids
the expensive O(N 5)-scaling assembly of the four-index
integrals.
The actual scaling of the computational cost of the
method can be considered relative to two parameters: the size
of the unit cell, and the number of k-points, which defines
the size of the supercell. The latter quantity essentially de-
pends on the locality of the exciton and is not known a priori.
Since the ranges of both the excitonic A and auxiliary P lat-
tice vectors are affected by the increase of the supercell, the
contractions in Eq. (47) scale quadratically with its size. On
the other hand, when the unit cell size is increased, the com-
putational cost scales only linearly, since the supercell size
can then proportionally be decreased, provided that the local-
ity of the exciton under consideration remains unchanged. If
this is not the case, then the linear scaling with respect to cell
size is weighted with the quadratic scaling due to the addi-
tional increase or decrease of the spread of the exciton. This
analysis shows that the method is more sensitive to the dif-
fuseness of the exciton than to the number of atoms in the unit
cell. A further reduction of the former quadratic to linear scal-
ing is possible when local-density-fitting schemes43, 56, 58 are
applied.
E. The initial guess for the Davidson procedure
Since the cost and correctness of the local scheme, as de-
scribed above, essentially depends on the locality of the exci-
ton, the starting guess for the Davidson procedure has to be
chosen with care. Under such circumstances it is natural to
use a direct-space defined starting guess, which can be con-
structed to be local. We have investigated three types of direct
space starting guesses and one in reciprocal space:
1. Excitations from all WFs to all PAOs within the zero
cell with an equal weight. This simple starting vector is
well localized, but depends on the choice of the origin of
the unit cell and favors totally symmetric excitons (with
respect to the point group symmetry of the center of the
unit cell).
2. Equiweighted excitations from the zero-cell WFs onto
the PAOs within their Boughton–Pulay PAO-domains.40
Such a vector is even more localized than in the previ-
ous case and at the same time does not depend on the
choice of the origin. However, it is still totally symmet-
ric, which can be inadequate for an exciton with some
other symmetry.
3. Several starting vectors corresponding to smallest val-
ues of the differences between the diagonal elements of
the Fock matrix in PAO/WF basis. This mimics HOMO–
LUMO-like excitations, yet in direct space. The start-
ing vectors can be of different symmetries, which makes
it more flexible than the previous two cases. However,
there is no guarantee that the vectors chosen in such a
manner would contribute significantly to the lowest ex-
citon. If not, this starting guess, which uses several start-
ing vectors rather than just one, might increase the cost
of the calculations without a significant gain in the con-
vergence.
4. The staring vector in the reciprocal space with the
equiweighted vertical excitations for all k-points from
the highest occupied band to the lowest virtual band.
Since we are focusing on the lowest-energy exciton,
these are the excitations which are expected to contribute
the most. The symmetry of the exciton is also likely
to be correctly described by these excitations. However,
the locality of the starting vector transformed to the di-
rect space might be lost. In fact, the convergence of the
Fourier series is critically affected by discontinuities in
the Fourier-expanded function. As was shown by Kohn64
for 1D and des Cloizeaux65 for 3D cases on the example
of the Fourier transforms connecting Bloch and Wan-
nier functions, the exponential decay of the latter can
be achieved only if the corresponding band is separated
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from the other bands by energy gaps. In our context,
the Fourier-transform of an improperly chosen recipro-
cal trial vector looses its localization in the direct space,
which, when exceeding the supercell, can become trou-
blesome for our method. Even when excitations from the
whole band are included in the reciprocal starting guess,
making it a smooth function of k, a possible intersection
with other bands can lead to nonanalyticity64 and, thus,
to a poor localization in the direct space. Probably, such
intersections are unlikely in the 1D case and, as the cal-
culations have shown, this reciprocal starting guess is the
most efficient for the systems studied here (see Sec. IV).
However, in 3D systems, where the lower conduction
band as a rule crosses with higher ones, this might no
longer be the case.
IV. CALCULATIONS
The method described above has been applied to several
1D test systems. In these calculations we investigate the ef-
ficiency and reliability of the method, in particular the con-
vergence with respect to the number of k-points, the accu-
racy of the density fitting approximation, etc. We have con-
sidered van-der-Waals (Ar), H-bonded (H2O), ionic (LiH) 1D
chains and several “real” covalent polymers: polyethylene,
polystyrene, and polybiphenyl. Some of the studied systems
do not exist in 1D form in reality, but can serve as prototypes
for 3D solids and provide information on the locality of ex-
citons, and thus the feasibility of the local scheme, for such
crystals. Table I compiles the results of the CIS calculations
for singlet and triplet -point excitons. The geometries of the
covalent polymers have been optimized with the CRYSTAL
code48 at the DFT/B3LYP level, for the other systems a 1D
cut from the 3D solid was taken. Some of the studied systems
are sketched in Fig. 1, and all the structural data are given
explicitly in the supplementary material.66
The numbers of k-points reported in Table I corresponds
to the converged (with respect to this parameter) energies.
This is one of the key parameters, since it reflects the local-
ity of the excitons. One can see that in the weakly bound ar-
gon polymer, as anticipated, the excitons are rather local. In
FIG. 1. Maximal CIS coefficients per cell (singlet state) for (i) LiH and (ii)
biphenyl (solid: parallel; dashed: perpendicular).
the ionic LiH and H-bonded water polymers they are some-
what less localized (note the “doubled” unit cell in the latter
system consisting of two molecular units). However, neither
of these excitons can be considered as delocalized, so the k-
meshes needed in such systems and the corresponding direct
space supercells can be processed without big effort, presum-
ably, also in the 3D case. On the other hand, in the covalent
systems studied here the locality of the exciton depends es-
sentially on the structure and the type of the excitation. In
TABLE I. Number of atoms per unit cell (natoms), Hartree–Fock HOMO–LUMO band gaps (Eg), negatives of the highest occupied orbital energies (−HOMO),
number of k-points used, vertical excitation energies to the lowest singlet and triplet exciton state. The fitting basis set related to the cc-pVDZ AO basis was
used. The elapsed times were measured on a single core Intel Xeon E5450 @ 3.00 GHz.
Singlet Triplet
System natoms Eg / eV −HOMO / eV nk Esin / eV Time nk Etri / eV Time
Ara 1 30.864 15.555 5 21.734 5 s 4 20.519 3 s
LiHa 2 11.485 9.269 8 6.606 18 s 8 5.502 16 s
H2Oa,c 6 18.834 13.172 5 10.378 54 s 3 9.485 21 s
All-trans-C2H4a 6 16.996 10.902 11 11.748 ∼11 min 6 10.547 ∼4 min
Biphenyl (‖)b 11 7.754 6.497 14 3.835 ∼100 min 11 2.192 ∼60 min
Biphenyl (⊥)b,c 22 12.301 8.860 3 6.385 ∼40 min 3 3.274 ∼35 min
Styrene (iso)b 16 10.863 5.518 5 6.454 ∼80min 5 3.199 ∼50 min
Styrene (syn)b,c 32 12.281 8.141 3 6.350 ∼3 h 40 min 3 3.316 ∼2 h 30 min
aCalculated with 6-31G** orbital basis set.
bCalculated with 6-31G orbital basis set with upscaled exponent of the most diffuse sp-function of carbon from 0.16871448 to 0.18.
cThe unit cell includes two molecular units.
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the case of polyethylene the lowest-energy exciton, which
spreads out along the C–C bonds, is noticeably less localized
than in polystyrene, where it corresponds to a π → π∗-type
exciton well localized on the ring. In polybiphenyl with par-
allel orientation of the rings the same π → π∗-exciton can
essentially delocalize. At the same time, the 90◦-orientation
of the rings in the perpendicular polybiphenyl blocks this π -
type delocalization and the exciton becomes well localized.
Apparently, there exists a link between the value of the
excitation energy and the locality of the exciton. Indeed, the
exciton in the argon chain, which has the largest HOMO–
LUMO difference and highest excitation energy among the
systems studied here, is the most localized. Similarly, the low
excitation energy in parallel polybiphenyl corresponds to a
relatively delocalized exciton. However, this tendency is not
unequivocal, since also short-range effects can influence the
excitation energy significantly. Indeed, the excitons in LiH,
and especially polystyrene are rather local and at the same
time considerably less energetic than the much more delocal-
ized exciton of polyethylene.
The Coulomb term (44), which is present in the CIS
Hamiltonian only for the singlet states, is well known to pro-
duce a destabilizing contribution. This effect is reproduced
in our calculations, where the triplet excitation energies are
always lower than the corresponding singlet ones, particu-
larly so for π → π∗-type of the excitation. Additionally, the
Coulomb term might facilitate a further delocalization of the
exciton, since in some (but not all) cases the triplet excitons
are noticeably more localized. Similar effects have been ob-
served in local CC2 calculations on extended molecules also.6
An interesting effect is observed in several of the exam-
ples studied, namely, the argon chain, the polyethylene and
the isotactic polystyrene, where the negative of the HOMO
energy (i.e., an uncorrelated and unrelaxed Koopmans theo-
rem estimate of the ionization potential) is noticeably lower
than the corresponding CIS excitation energy. This observa-
tion suggests that either the CIS/6-31G** treatment is inad-
equate or the physics of these system forbids bound excited
states.
First we address the case of the polyethylene. The exper-
imental values for the ionization potential and the band gap,
which amount to 8.8 and 7.6 eVs, respectively,67 confirm the
existence of bound states in this system. At the same time,
the discrepancy between the experimental and calculated ex-
citation energy, which is more than 4 eVs, is too large com-
pared to the anticipated error of the CIS method of 1–2 eVs
(see Refs. 68 or 69). This issue has already been investigated
in Ref. 22. Calculations, as well as experiments on linear
alkanes,70 indicate that the lowest excited states in polyethy-
lene are of a Rydberg type. This explains both the low values
of the experimental or calculated ionization potential, and the
inability of our calculation to reproduce the lowest excited
states. In fact, a proper description of Rydberg states requires
very diffuse basis functions, needed to represent the density of
the excited electron perpendicular to the polymer chain. The
authors of Ref. 22 did so by employing the 6-31++G basis and
obtained a value of 9.2 eVs, which lies within the typical CIS
error bar. The CIS states, calculated by employing the non-
diffuse 6-31G** basis, which obviously allows for delocal-
ization, but only along the polymer chain, are rather valence
states and not related to the experimentally observed Rydberg
states. Our code presently does not allow for using very dif-
fuse basis functions for covalent polymers, because of conver-
gence problems in the underlying Hartree–Fock calculations.
In order to be able to study such Rydberg states we are work-
ing on an adaptation of the dual basis set scheme developed
for LMP2.60 However, in 3D closely packed systems Rydberg
states are not possible and the need for diffuse basis functions
vanishes. Low-lying excited states in 3D-crystals are expected
to be of valence type.
For the case of the argon chain, owing to the sparser
atomic arrangement, it was possible to include diffuse basis
functions. We have added in the basis set an additional sp-
shell with a relatively diffuse exponent of 0.07 Bohr−2. The
effect of this addition on the lowest excitation is dramatic: it
reduces the value of the excitation energy from 21.7 to 12.9
eVs, well below the ionization potential, properly capturing
the low-lying Rydberg states.
Finally, the effect of a lower ionization potential is also
observed in the isotactic polystyrene, but not in the syndiotac-
tic one. At the same time the excitation energy for the lowest
state, which represents the π → π∗ transition on the benzene
rings, is virtually the same for both. A possible reason for
the shift of the HOMO energy in the isotactic conformer is a
noticeable elongation of the aliphatic C–C bond (1.69 versus
1.55 Å in the syndiotactic one) due to the mutual repulsion of
the benzene rings.
As the timings in Table I show, the local CIS calcula-
tions for polymers are generally not very expensive and linear
scaling allows one to increase the unit cell size without a big
computational effort. The diffuseness of the excitons is a more
demanding issue, but in the case of 1D systems it is still not a
severe problem as far as the computational time is concerned.
In 3D systems, however, the quadratic scaling can lead to a
substantial loss in efficiency, since there it corresponds to a
R6 scaling with exciton localization radius R. As was men-
tioned above this undesired feature can be circumvented by
the introduction of specific fit-domains for each product den-
sity to be fitted.
The direct space representation of an exciton provides
an illustrative tool to analyze its locality. Figure 2 shows
the histogram of the maximal CIS coefficients maxia|ciaA| for
different cells A. It is seen that the lowest energy exciton in
LiH is well localized within a supercell consisting of 8–9 unit
cells, which matches the 8-k-point convergence of the energy
in Table I. The two conformers of polybiphenyl is another
good example to analyze the exciton’s locality. The singlet
exciton in the parallel conformation, as seen in Table I, re-
quires 14 k-points, while the perpendicular conformer only
three (but with doubled unit cell). Again the direct space in-
terpretation of this behavior can be observed in Fig. 2, where
the exciton of the parallel polybiphenyl is localized within 15
unit cells, while its perpendicular counterpart is substantially
more localized and “needs” just three doubled unit cells.
The local approach with nonorthogonal virtual states pro-
vides a very simple and useful indicator for the ability of the
chosen k-mesh or the supercell to capture the studied exci-
ton. As was shown in Sec. III B, the direct space norm of the
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CIS vector can be different from unity. This difference, how-
ever, tends to be zero when the values of the CIS vector at the
edges of the supercell become small. Table II shows the con-
vergence of the energies for the most diffuse exciton studied
here with respect to the k-mesh size, together with the values
of the direct space norm.
Evidently, the energy and the norm smoothly converge
with the number of k-points. The norm is a good measure for
the correctness of the description for a certain density of the
k-mesh. Furthermore, judging from the value of the norm at a
given k-point one can draw a conclusion about the diffuseness
of the exciton under study. In Fig. 3 the dependence of the
error in the direct space norm of singlet and triplet states for
all the studied systems versus the number of the k-points is
displayed. In all cases the norm approaches unity more or less
smoothly with the decay rate expressing the locality of the
exciton.
One of the approximations of the current scheme lies in
the evaluation of the two-electron integrals via the density fit-
ting technique. While this approximation is essential for the
efficiency of the method, the effect on the accuracy of the re-
sults should be negligible. The periodic density fitting scheme
FIG. 2. Maximal CIS coefficients per cell (singlet state) for (i) LiH and
(ii) biphenyl (solid: parallel; dashed: perpendicular).
TABLE II. Excitation energies and the direct-space norm of the CIS vec-
tor for polybiphenyl (parallel) calculated with 6-31G orbital basis set (with
upscaled exponent of the p-function of carbon) and VDZ fitting basis set.
Excitation energy / eV Norm of the CIS vector
nk Singlet Triplet Singlet Triplet
5 3.7133 2.1438 0.98055 0.99319
6 3.7783 2.1745 0.98736 0.99562
7 3.8029 2.1828 0.99481 0.99869
8 3.8205 2.1886 0.99697 0.99923
9 3.8273 2.1904 0.99884 0.99978
10 3.8315 2.1914 0.99936 0.99987
11 3.8331 2.1918 0.99977 0.99997
12 3.8340 2.1919 0.99988 0.99998
13 3.8344 2.1920 0.99996 1.00000
14 3.8345 2.1920 0.99998 1.00000
15 3.8346 2.1921 0.99999 1.00000
16 3.8347 2.1921 1.00000 1.00000
of the ground state correlation calculations have been shown
to cause errors in the energy of about 10−5 Hartree per atom,43
provided that the quality of the fitting basis set matches that of
the orbital basis set. In the present study we used orbital basis
sets of the double-zeta quality. Table III, which lists the en-
ergies, obtained by employing fitting basis sets of increasing
quality, shows that the density fitting errors are indeed tiny.
FIG. 3. Errors in the direct space norm for singlet (top) and triplet (bottom)
exciton states of different systems.
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TABLE III. Singlet–Triplet CIS excitation energies with the 6-31G** AO
basis and fitting basis sets of different quality. GTO-fitting basis sets, opti-
mized for MP2 calculations with cc-pVXZ orbitals basis sets and then con-
verted to mixed PTO/GTO as explained in Ref. 43, are used and denoted as
VXZ.
Singlet / eV Triplet / eV
System VDZ VTZ VQZ VDZ VTZ VQZ
LiH 6.6060 6.6058 6.6060 5.5021 5.5018 5.5019
Ar 21.7344 21.7337 21.7339 20.5186 20.5177 20.5178
H2O 10.3781 10.3792 10.3793 9.4848 9.4849 9.4848
C2H4 11.7476 11.7477 11.7477 10.5475 10.5475 10.5475
It is worth mentioning that despite the presence of the
two-external three-index integrals, which are absent in the
MP2 method, the auxiliary basis sets optimized for MP2
seem to be perfectly applicable for CIS. We cannot compare
our results directly to those obtained without the density fit-
ting approximation, since the conventional four-index integral
generator has not been implemented. However, our method
exactly reproduces the results of the polyethylene as re-
ported in Ref. 26, which were obtained with the canon-
ical nondensity-fitted CIS method (see the supplementary
material66).
Finally, we focus our attention on the influence of the
starting CIS vector on the number of the Davidson iterations.
As discussed in Sec. III E the direct-space guesses have the
advantage of the possibility to enforce the locality on the start-
ing vector, but they suffer from having no (guess 1 and 2) or
little (guess 3) information on the actual nature of the exciton.
The reciprocal starting guess 4 on the contrary includes some
knowledge of the excitonic behavior, but can be delocalized
artificially. As is seen from Table IV, for the examples pre-
sented here the reciprocal space guess, in fact, turns out to be
the most efficient. Guess 3, although including several start-
ing vectors, rather than one, in most cases does not lead to any
improvement even in comparison to the guesses 1 or 2.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The periodic local density fitted CIS method presented in
this contribution is the first step toward correlated optical band
gaps described in the framework of local correlation meth-
ods. It explicitly includes the excitonic phenomenon, i.e., the
TABLE IV. The number of iterations needed to calculate the lowest singlet
exciton state using VDZ fitting basis set.
Number of iterations for guess
System 1 2 3 4
LiH 15 15 5+7 11
Ar 15 15 5+7 10
H2O 30 20 5+23 8
C2H4 31 32 5+31 11
Styrene (iso) 21 18 5+27 14
Styrene (syn) 37 38 5+35 12
Biphenyl (||) 20 16 5+23 9
Biphenyl (⊥) 36 32 5+27 17
attraction between the hole and the electron. The screening
effects due to electron correlation are, however, absent in this
approach, which might lead to errors in the excitation energies
of more than an electron volt. A correlation treatment, which
corrects this deficiency, is planned to be added on top of the
CIS along the lines of local correlation schemes. Indeed, for
molecular excited states dominated by single excitations, the
CIS method is known to usually provide a good description
of the nature of these states, and is thus used as a starting
point in correlated excited state treatments (like in TD-CC re-
sponse theory). Furthermore, the ability of the periodic CIS
method alone to provide a semiquantitative theoretical de-
scription of the excitonic states makes this method useful in its
own right, also, due to a relative scarcity of inexpensive prac-
tical tools to study such states in the solid state computational
science. Presently, the method is capable of treating -point
excitons in polymers with up to several dozens of atoms in
the cell. Work on generalizing this approach to 2D- and 3D-
periodic systems, and for any k-point of the Brillouin zone is
underway.
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